To i n tegrate CA*-systems with other applications in the world of CIM, one principal approach currently under development is based on feature representation. It enables any CIM component to recognize the higher-level entities { the so-called features { out of a lower-data exchange format, which m i g h t b e t h e i n ternal representation of a CAD system as well as some standard data exchange format. In this paper we present a 'made-to-measure' editor for representing features in the higher-level domain speci c representation language FEAT-REP { a representation language based on a (feature-) speci c attributed node labeled graph grammar. This intelligent tool, shortly called GGD, supports the knowledge engineer during the representation process by structuring the knowledge base using a conceptual language and by v erifying several characteristics of the features. 
Motivation
Research in feature-based CA*-systems like Computer Aided Design (CAD), or Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP), has been motivated by the understanding that geometric models represent a w orkpiece in greater detail than it can be utilized e.g. by a designer or process planner. When CA*-experts look at a workpiece, they perceive it in terms of their own expertise { the so-called features. Features are domain-and company-speci c description elements based on the geometrical and technological data of a workpiece that an expert in a domain associates with certain informations 2]. They are build upon a syntax (shape description: geometry and technology, g i v en here by productions of a graph grammar) and a semantics (description of related informations, e.g. skeletal plans in manufacturing or functional relations in design) and they provide an abstraction mechanism to facilitate e.g. the creation, manufacturing or analysis of workpieces or more general to bridge the gap between several systems in the world of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Features that are required e.g. for design may di er considerably from those required e.g. for manufacturing or assembly, e v en though they may be based on the same geometric and technological entities 6] .
So representing features is one necessary step to bridge the gap between several CA*-systems and an important step towards truly Computer Integrated Manufacturing. The expected advantages of a close coupling of CA*-systems are: The information interchange shall lead to a better knowledge transfer, to shorter turnaround times and to improved feedback. At the end, higher exibility and generally better results are expected.
In current research one method to represent features is based on graph grammars (cf. 3, 6, 15] ). This area is a well established eld of research a n d p r o vides a powerful set of methods like parsing, and knowledge about problems, their complexity and how they could be solved e ciently 5]. So in consideration of the feature characteristics 'made-to-measure' tools must be developed to make the recognition and representation process more e cient.
From this point of view we present in this paper an implementation of the high level domain-speci c feature representation language FEAT-REP 10]. This implementation is realized by the Graph Grammar Developer (GGD) { an intelligent t o o l to support users of FEAT-REP to ll the knowledge base with de nitions of features.
What are Features ?
To become more familiar with the e ect of feature characteristics to our representation formalism, we w ould like t o i n troduce brie y the most important c haracteristics of its descriptions. Detailed explanations and the analogue to graph grammars can be found in 10]. Some of the most important s y n tactical characteristics of features are: Additional characteristics are contextsensitivity (e.g. LONGTURN-OUT and GROUND-OF-GROOVE in gure 3) and defectivity.
Attributed Node Labeled Feature Graph Grammars
In this section we will brie y de ne the terminology of attributed node labeled graph grammars as used in this paper. Introduction and survey can be found in more detail e.g. in 5]. In our paper the term (feature-) graph means an attributed nite undirected node labeled graph, in the sequel shortly called graph. S u c h a (feature-) graph F G is de ned as a 4-tupel F G:= (V E ' ), where V is a nite (nonempty) set of attributed n o des, E V V is a set of undirected edges, is a nite (nonempty) alphabet of node labels or sorts and ' is a labeling function, with ' : V ! .
Workpieces are represented by s u c h graphs. The nodes of a workpiecegraph represent geometric primitive surfaces, the node label decode the type of the surface (e.g. cylinder jacket), the attributes carry detailed geometric and technologic information (e.g. tolerances) and the edges decode the topology of the workpiece, i.e. two nodes are adjacent if the corresponding surfaces touch e a c h other. An attributed n o de label (feature-) graph grammar (ANLFGG) is a 4-tuple GG := (T N P goal), where T is a nite (nonempty) set of terminals, N is a nite (nonempty) set of non-terminals, P is a nite set of productions and goal 2 N is the start node. A production (rule) p 2 P is a 4-tuple (lhs rhs " c) w h e r e lhs 2 N is a single node, the left hand side of p, rhs is a (nonempty) (feature-) graph over T N , the right hand side of p, " is an embedding speci cation and c is a nite set of con-ditions over lhs and rhs, the so-called dependency relations. The conditions or the so-called constraints c serve t wo purposes: First to proof or generate informations by calculating attributes and second to lay d o wn certain restrictions and attributes given by a description of a feature.
The most graph grammar formalisms are distinguished by t h e e m bedding speci cation ". In our case we d e n e " in that way that always an edge in a (feature-) graph of a derivation step represents the neighborhood of the two i n c i d e n t nodes. For details of our ANLFGG and the analogue to features see 11] and 10]. 4 System Architecture of GGD In contrast to other more general tools editing graph grammars (cf. 7, 9]) the GGD is specialized to edit FEAT-REP { the 'made-to-measure' (feature-) graph grammar formalism. Figure 4 shows the most important components of GGD and their interrelations. ) t o e n ter conditions. Using the designated menus all functions of the other components could be called. The GGD could also be used without taking advantage of the visualization component.
In gure 4 and 5 the visualization of a typical feature is shown. The user may add or delete nodes, neighborhoods and overlaps. For any of the nodes the sort has to be given, a label representing a second more speci c name given by the user is optional but useful the numbers are used for the parser GraPa K L a s a k i n d o f heuristics to specify an order in which he will try to nd instances for the nodes. So they may c hange during the lifetime of the speci ed production. The optional labels support the descriptions of the conditions in a more natural way to identify the nodes in mind. Additional functions are provided to close or resize windows, or to move nodes and edges.
As shown the features are entered as graphs, which i s a v ery abstract way t o represent features. To give a more vivid illustration we currently develop a tool to show features as they wo u l d l o o k a s p a r t o f a w orkpiece. A rst prototype is shown in gure 8. One drawback w h i c h concept languages based on KL-ONE have is that all the terminological knowledge has to be de ned on an abstract logical level. In many applications like ours, one would like to be able to refer to concrete domains and predicates on these domains when de ning concepts. Examples for such concrete domains are the integers, the real numbers or also non-arithmetic domains, and predicates could be equality, inequality or more complex predicates. TAXON realize a s c heme for integrating such concrete domains into concept languages rather than describing a particular extension by some speci c concrete domain. The used algorithms such as subsumption, instantiation and consistency are not only sound but also complete. They generate subtasks which h a ve to be solved by a special purpose reasoner of the concrete domain 1].
TAXON is used to handle the feature characteristic of many similar de nitions by de ning a hierarchy of the productions. The right h a n d s i d e o f a n y production is compiled to a convenient form to be stored in TAXON. It was necessary to nd a Figure 6 : TAXON in the GGD representation which a l l o ws the concept language to compute exactly the subsumption hierarchy w e respectively the expert have in mind. This has to be done e cient as the (feature-) graph grammar may be large. In TAXON a production a subsumes a production b, i f b is an expansion of a, i . e . b can be generated out of a by inserting nodes into the right hand side of a.
According to the feature characteristic of many similar de nitions TAXON hold to kinds of hierarchy: One for all feature de nitions and one for every feature. Note that the latter is not just a part of the former. Figure 7 shows a simple hierarchy of three features. Shoulder-2 and Shoulder-4 are expansions of Shoulder-1 , Shoulder-3 of Shoulder-1 and Shoulder-2 . I t s h o u l d b e noted that our hierarchy is more extensive than just a subgraph relation. In future work the similarity of conditions will also be taken into account.
The GGD o ers several consistency checks and verify the de ned grammar for soundness. This will be performed during the development of a (maybe new) (feature-) graph grammar. The tests are adapted to our purpose, the aim is to prevent the description of features. This o ers the user the possibility to detect and to eliminate the most errors as early as possible. Some of the performed tests are:
A grammar can't be used without a start node. So it has to be checked if it has been de ned and if it appear in any production on the right hand side. In the case of manufacturing or design features this should be a production for workpiece. Our de nition requires that every feature graph is connected. Therefore the system checks if the productions right hand side is connected. { For every non-terminal or terminal the start node can be expanded to a graph containing this symbol. (Is there any unreachable symbol ?) The GGD performs the task to check for a correct syntax of the conditions. A test is performed if every sort used by a production and its conditions is de ned in the associated hierarchy. In addition GGD proof the hierarchy for cycle-free de nitions.
Some checks are performed when a new or changed production and its associated conditions are saved by the user to the knowledge base. The complete check ( s e e gure 3: check rulebase) is only performed on a request from the user.
The FEAT-REP compiler has the capability to read and to write les of this speci c graph grammar formalism 10]. These les represent t h e k n o wledge base containing the descriptions of features. They are usable by programs for recognizing features (parse) and also by programs for feature based design (generate). The program Graph Parser KaisersLautern (GraPaKL, 11]) is a heuristic driven chart based parser for our (feature-) graph grammars ANLFGG, adopted to recognize features of workpieces. The GraPaKL compiler translates the data stored in the representation component of GGD to les processable by the GraPaKL, say to its internal representation formalism. GraPaKL realize an abstraction step by transforming the geometrical and technological description of a workpiece into the qualitative level of the feature terminology. As result a feature structure is expected (see e.g. gure 3).
Developing a Feature Graph Grammar with GGD
The most important components of our graph grammar ANLFGG are the set of productions specifying the feature de nitions and a hierarchy of sorts where every production is associated to one sort. If a production in the GGD is de ned without specifying the associated sort, GGD automatically prompt an editor for de ning it.
To d e v elop a feature graph grammar the following sequence of steps is recommend to be performed:
De ne the set of sorts specifying the super-and subsort relations. Querying the consistency check for the knowledge base maybe de ned cycles will be found. Additionally GGD will point out, that there are no associated productions.
De ne the set of productions. A c o p y-function can be used to specify similar rules. Also all conditions associated to a production have to be speci ed. After de ning a production, GGD automatically check the (syntactical) correctness of this production. Also it is possible to check the classi cation of this production by T AXON.
Perform the consistency check for the grammar. After de ning the set of sorts and the set of productions, during 4 stages the integrity of the knowledge base is checked. Errors or Warnings are maybe given by GGD.
Save the de ned grammar in a FEAT-REP le. This le can be read again by GGD to modify the de ned grammar or to generate a le for the parser. So a knowledge base have not to be de ned in one session interruptions are possible even though some errors occur during the previous step. GraPaKL les should be saved only if there are no errors in the knowledge base.
A successful feature graph grammar provided the drawing up (as a kind of a knowledge acquisition step) of a catalog containing the feature descriptions (syntax and semantics) in an informal manner. From one's own experience a typical sketch o f the described features make this step more easy and more e ective. It is important that this step is performed together with a knowledge engineer or at least by using domain speci c acquisition tools (e.g. 13, 16] ). After describing the feature graph grammar GraPaKL is recommend to be used for checking the knowledge base of features on concrete workpieces. This test may show that there are still some errors in the descriptions of features which appear only during the runtime of GraPaKL and that some descriptions are incomplete, say that GraPaKL recognize not the intend features 6 
Conclusion
We i n troduced an intelligent system to support the representation and the developing of features in CAD/CAM. 'Made-to-measure' graph grammars are used as a formal foundation, which i s w ell suited, to represent the characteristics of features. Our tool GGD to edit our ANLFGG's should be e cient enough to handle even large and sophisticated (feature-) knowledge bases. The computation of hierarchies and the enforcement o f s e v eral integrity c hecks make an e cient d e v elopment o f t h e grammar possible.
The knowledge representation and the integration of TAXON are already implemented. Until today this system is used by our CAPP-system called PIM (Planning In Manufacturing, 12]) to generate and maintain the knowledge base for manufacturing features. But it is also usable as domain independent editor for the speci ed graph grammar. Future extension will be additional semantics checks, an improved user interface and a tool to generate graphs representing workpieces. GGD will also be integrated with the editor V-SKEP- EDIT 18] to o er the possibility of describing features and the associated skeletal plans in one session. Also a visualization of the de ned features as shapes will be generated in future research. Figure 8 illustrate the today implemented user interface of GGD. In one window the user can highlight the features on the workpiece recognized by GraPaKL { the feature recognizer.
Currently GGD was used by a mechanical engineer to specify design features 17].
The training period takes about one week. No special knowledge about TAXON and the semantics checks was needed. Just the syntax of the language to specify the conditions of the features (Constraints for : : : Window) which i s l i k e COMMONLisp takes a little bit time to learn.
